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01/ ABSTRACT

Motion Graphic practice has since the early
1970’s been harnessed to relate pressing and complex
environmental issues to regional populations to effect
positive change within communities. Since then,
as the need for this type of visual communication
is ongoing, motion graphics has been increasing
in the acceleration of understanding of humancentered environmental impacts. However, recently
the impact of mass communication has become less
predictable as the mechanisms of Motion Graphic
broadcast have shifted away from large screens
and synchronous consumption. The need for new
ways to engage with younger audiences is clear and
potential is evident in the recent implementation of
viewer-as-broadcaster as enabled by web 2.0 and

social media mechanisms in general. These formats
are seen as the new wave of mass communication
as these mechanisms have established a new
definition of the term ‘viral’ and created significant
and disruptive communication impacts with the
introduction of the concept of the influencer as a
(comparatively) new market-to and communicationfor connoisseur. What ethical motion design now
requires is to understand, harness, and apply these
social media-centric mechanisms to enable an
aspect of social innovation to further social action
for the environmental common good. This reserach
project focuses on how Motion graphics’ in creative
practice can produce “viral” motion videos to deliver
an ethical message to the young generation.
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02/ PROJECT OUTLINE
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2.1. PROJECT BACKGROUND
Everywhere in the world, online and offline
media campaigns are raising people’s awareness of
the growing and urgent situation of plastic waste in our
environment. As a mother, and a lover of nature seeking
a clean living environment, I urge myself to contribute
to environmental protection activities. I restrict using
single-use plastic, and I educate my children about the
harmfulness of plastic pollution.
In Vietnam, people use plastic indiscriminately; the
amount of plastic used in daily life without treatment can
be discharged into the sea through estuaries. According
to the IPSOS’s report, Vietnam discharged more than
1.8 million tons of plastic waste per year and about
0.73 million tons of plastic disposed into the ocean in
Vietnam per year. More than 50% of this plastic waste

comes from packaging and household waste (Quach
& Milne, 2019). Significantly, the younger generation
(Gen Z) have established the habit of using disposable
plastic by using online ordering services as routine in
their daily life. They are the main force responsible for
increasing disposable plastic waste, which leads to
plastic pollution into the ocean.
As a graphic designer, I have always been motivated
to change people’s perceptions of environmental issues. I
have realized that traditional print advertising campaigns
seem less effective in an era of social media. This makes
me ask the question of how to communicate an ecological
issue more effectively? After looking at different design
areas, I realized that motion graphics potentially offers a
more compelling way to address environmental issues.
Motion graphic design is overcoming the weaknesses
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of static graphic design and allows designers to expand
the fixed frame by sharing and interpreting meaningful
stories, using moving images, sounds, and emotions
developed through many different frames. Therefore,
motion graphics can be an effective medium for viral
video production that can be easily shared and spread
on social media to communicate environmental issues.
.
2.2.RESEARCH QUESTION/AIM AND OBJECTIVES

How can motion graphic design communicate
ethical messages to raise the awareness of plastic
waste pollution among Generation Z in Vietnam?
Also, many sub-questions appear to need to be
addressed: What is the actual situation of plastic
waste in Vietnam? Who is Generation Z in Vietnam?
What habits and behaviors do they have? What
should the message be? How will I make motion
graphics specifically for them? Where should it be
released “virally” to reach viewers effectively? Is a
short video enough to convey ideas or messages
about a complex problem? Do plastic waste
numbers interest viewers? This research project is an
experimental, practice based discovery to answer
my research question. I focus on using motion
graphic techniques to produce a short video and
comprehensively assess the plastic waste’s facts,
and give suggestions as a positive challenge to
Generation Z. I hope my research will help shed
light on how motion graphics can be used in an a

targetted awareness-raising mission about the issue
of plastic waste to the ocean in Vietnam.
2.3. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE PROJECT

The project’s scope is to focus on exploring
how to use motion graphic design to tell a short
story that conveys the message of plastic waste
pollution. That story illustrates the actual data of
plastic waste and focuses on the target audience
of Generation Z in Vietnam. The limitation of this
project is that a short video motion graphic can
only present a specific aspect of the plastic waste
problem to the ocean, it is unable to cover this
situation in Vietnam fully.
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03/ LITERATURE REVIEW

In my literature review, I considered readings that
assess the problems that appear in my research. In order
to shed some light on the issues surrounding motion
graphic design in my project, I focus on the following
main areas: (1) The application of motion graphics in the
communication of environmental issues, (2) The fact of
plastic pollution in Vietnam, and (3) Generation Z and
their concern with environmental problems.
Based on these topics, I consulted readings to
develop a theoretical foundation to help me navigate
my project. I have gathered, analyzed, and compared
the relevant information to determine the direction
of my research project. This information becomes the
answer to the questions during my research. It also helps
me gain new knowledge and broadens my horizons.

Motion graphics beyond animation
Motion graphics design is a diverse discipline
that converges to yield a variety of applications. Motion
graphics design combines animation, illustration,
graphic design, film-making, sound effects, and other
things to make final products. (Woolman, 2004) (Melanie
& James, 2003) (Curran, 2001).
Since the 1950s, when Saul Bass revolutionized film
title design, motion graphics have become the leading
trend in creating film titles, experimental animation,
and many television graphics forms. Nowadays, motion
graphics’ rapid development proves its strength in media
advertising, social media, and digital visual entertainment.
As John Krasner (2008) states: “The extraordinary evolution
of motion graphics in our complex information age
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mandates the need for effective communication and the
demand for motion graphic designers.”(p.13).
The demand for motion graphics products has been
rising dramatically because of their uniqueness to produce
both direct commercial advertising and non-commercial
visual communication. In particular, the use of motion
design leads the way to make online video ads on social
media, which can be the most effective way to communicate
urgent issues.
So, I want to pose the question, is motion graphic
design an effective way to communicate sustainable
issue? In the book, The Theory and Practice of Motion
Design - Critical Perspectives and Professional Practice,
Stone & Wahlin (2018) stated that “Motion design
is more than an emergent form of communication”
(p.12). It has permeated a broad range of applications,
including brand building and identity design, product
interfaces, TV and film title design, environmental
graphic, and dynamic advertisements. The advantage
of motion design is the unity of visual animation design
and synchronization with the sound to create a useful
graphic product that can be used to communicate or
spread the meaning of messages. In the era of social
media, motion graphic consumption has shifted from
being a group activity to an individual activity due to
smartphone saturation. The demand for motion graphics
products has been rising dramatically. The utility of
motion design leads the way to make online video ads
on social media, which can be the most effective way to
communicate urgent sustainable issues.

Krasner (2008) discusses in his book Motion graphic
design: Applied, history, and aesthetics that motion
graphics played a crucial role in the design of Public Service
Television Announcements (PSA) in non-commercial
communication. PSA videos are non-commercial and
propose raising the understanding of specific matters such
as global warming, energy conservation, homelessness, or
drink driving. In the past, an example of the effectiveness
of PSA is the “Crying Indian” launched on Earth Day 1971.
Created by the Keep America Beautiful organization this
is a case study of a successful motion graphic centred
campaign (Krasner, 2008). Significantly, the video conveyed
the message: “People start pollution. People can stop it,”
which helped raise the perception of millions of people and
encouraged people to clean their litter and plastic waste.
This video touched viewers’ emotions and contributed to
changing viewers’ attitudes towards environmental issues.
Today’s PSA videos are designed using motion
graphics techniques with various urgent social topics.
However, the PSA motion graphic videos show that they
need to express emotions no matter what attractive
visual is made. In the book Emotional Design, Don
Norman (2005) claimed that human perception helps us
interpret and understand our world, while emotions help
us make decisions quickly. Everything we produce needs
to create emotion, especially in art and design. If the
artist tells an emotional story, it would quickly reach the
viewers’ hearts. When people feel anxious, they tend to
focus on direct aspects relevant to problems; therefore,
emotions can influence our actions (Norman, 2005).
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Examining how my motion video can raise the awareness
of plastic waste pollution and encourage people to
take action, activating an emotional response seems
highly relevant. As Krasner (2008) mentioned, motion
graphics is a powerful storytelling tool to communicate
knowledge, convey emotions, and express aesthetics.
In motion design, emotion might be created by many
techniques such as creating tension and the contrast of
color, movement, proportion, and sound. Many authors
studying motion graphics also offer perspectives on the
emotional possibilities of motion graphic design. In the
book Design for Motion: Fundamentals and Techniques
of Motion Design, Justin Shaw (2016) also emphasizes
that in motion graphics playing with rhythm quality,
creating tension, and contrast is the key to delivering
emotion. While Poulin (2011) states that making contrast
can create a mood or emotion that leads to attraction and
contrast can help to articulate emphasis and hierarchy in
complex visual messages.
Present-day motion graphics are widely used for
many purposes, in which it is used as a design tool for
explainer videos, that are considered a perfect solution
for communicating a complex message. Therefore, we
regard media campaigns that use motion graphic videos
as interesting, engaging, and attractive solutions. In
the article The Language of Motion Design, published
in Computer Art 2013, Justin Cone argued that the
strengths of motion graphics are effective for unpacking
complex concepts that make it helpful in explaining value
propositions to a broad audience (Cone, 2013). He gave

an interesting example of an explanatory video of an
economic crisis in 2008 and discussed using animation
in combination with his explanatory graphic design work
as a new approach to demystifying the credit crisis. And
the result is a short video motion design that collected
millions of views in its first few months online and created
a huge conversation across the internet (Cone, 2013).
Along with the development of information technology,
thousands of explainer videos are being released
online. Motion graphics had become a compulsory part
of many successful marketers’ content strategies, and
“explainer videos are the No. 1 type of video marketers
create” (McCoy, 2020). Understanding the strengths of
explainer motion graphics videos, many organizations
passionately develop and share valuable educational
content. These videos are considered a helpful tool for
marketing products or services and help raise people’s
awareness of social issues.
An example of this can be seen in CNN’s motion
video: “What is a Micro-Plastic?” to explain the effect
of the complex problems of plastic and micro-plastic
on humans and the living environment. A sophisticated
science story is clearly described in only one minute.
Similarly, a video published on Ted-ed titled “Why is
biodiversity so important?” The animated video explains
our planet’s complexity; vibrant habitats may seem to be
permanent fixtures, but they are in danger of collapsing.
What can be seen with these examples is that the visual
aesthetics of motion graphic communication can hold
viewer’s attention when it comes to communicating
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complex and severe global issues. Motion graphics
are becoming crucial in media advertising and noncommercial communication.
It seems clear then that the role of motion graphic
design in the communication of plastic waste pollution
has great potential. According to research in Science
of the Total Environment, Lea Marie Heidbreder et al.
emphasized that the communication methods using
instructional documents or videos changed the consumer
choice using paper bags or paper boxes instead of
plastic (Heidbreder et al., 2019). Many media campaigns
use different forms of design to raise awareness and
change behavior effectively. Nevertheless, motion
design has also been used more and more to present
different videos to promote an initiative to reduce
plastic waste. For example, in Malaysia, a motion video
called Unforgettable Bag by Tesco has been screened
in supermarkets to encourage change in customer’s
behavior using single-use plastic bags. The motion
graphic video was created and published to help the
audience understand that reusing plastic bags reduces
plastic waste disposed into the ocean. In another
example, recent partnerships between Adidas and
Parley have launched a global campaign named #Run for
the Oceans to help people understand plastic pollution.
The campaign uses compelling motion videos to show
the story of the journey of plastic waste for creating a
shoe (Long, 2018). The #Run for the Oceans’s motion
videos was published across media channels to engage
the viewer and quickly went viral on Facebook, Youtube,

Figure 1: Motion video “What is Micro-plastic?”, 2016.

Figure 3: Motion video “Unforgettable bag”, 2018.

Figure 2: Motion video “Why is Biodiversity so important?”,
2015

Figure 4: Motion video “Run for the Oceans”,2018.
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Instagram, Tiktok. In 2019 the campaign was viewed
by around 26 million people in 5 different languages in
over 190 countries and become the best campaign of
the year (Shortyawards, n.d).
There is no denying that motion graphics videos
are of great value in the delivery of educational content
and advertising communications. In addition, I also
considered and reviewed the valuable role of motion
graphics in designing viral video production. Advanced
technologies and platform design have made it easy
to share content with our society, creating the ideal
atmosphere for a social media ripple effect to emerge
for shareable content on multiple levels. When viral
videos are shared on social media platforms, reposted
on websites, and forwarded in emails, they will garner
millions of views. It is not easy to launch a viral campaign,
but when it does, it has the potential to transform
ordinary people into internet celebrities almost instantly
if it is strong enough (Oprea, n.d). A great example
of this is the animated video produced in 2020 about
Coronavirus prevention in Vietnam called “Ghen Co Vy”which became a viral video quickly shared out of Vietnam
and spread worldwide. A challenge of Quang Dang - a
Vietnamese dancer who launched a dance based on this
video’s melodies, has become a favorite viral challenge
on Tiktok among young people. Countless videos using
Quang Dang’s hashtag #GhenCoVyChallenge have
amassed a million views on TikTok. (O’kane, 2020). The
inspirational message of viral videos triggers exciting
challenges in the community. At a time when quarantine

Figure 5: Screenshots of motion videos “Ghen Co Vy” and #GhenCoVyChallenge dancing on Tiktok, 2020.
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and social distancing became a part of life, online
challenges evolved. Especially for young people, simple
home time challenges can also be fulfilled and shared
if they lead to a more active lifestyle. (Lorenz, 2020).
This literature review created a compelling argument to
back up my initial motion graphic design ideas. I think
suggesting that a well-designed short viral video should
help trigger viewers to join environmental challenges.

The scale of the plastic problem in Vietnam.

I can’t help but find it sad when I research
documents and articles that show the current situation
of plastic waste in Vietnam and the world. It only takes
a few seconds to produce a single-use plastic bag, but
hundreds of years for it to completely decompose.
According to a study on Our World In Data, our world
produces 257 million tonnes of plastic waste annually.
Vietnam is ranked fourth globally in the amount of
plastic waste produced yearly (Ritchie & Rose, 2018).
In Vietnam, according to IPSOS’s report, approximately
730,000 tons of plastic waste from developing coastal
cities is disposed into the ocean each year. In particular,
plastic waste mainly comes from personal consumption
and household waste. Many initiatives were launched
by the government, non-governmental organizations,
businesses, and individuals to raise awareness of plastic
waste pollution (Quach & Milne, 2019). However, there
is a fact that it appears that much more has to be done
on a broader scale to rid of this deeply ingrained habit
in Vietnam (Quy, 2019).

Defining generation Z in Vietnam

With such an alarming situation with plastic
pollution, the younger generation seems to respond
most positively to the topic, particularly my target
audience - Generation Z. Gen Z is the primary labor force
of our society. They are a large population force of the
world in general and in Vietnam in particular, and Gen Z
is also the leading consumer purchasing decision group
of the community. In other words, people belonging
to Gen Z can use the significant plastic-consumer
force in society. Concerning Gen Z’s attitude toward
environmental issues, Corey Seemiller, an expert in
research on Gen Z, claimed that Gen Z significantly cares
about social problems and has different ideas on ways
to deal with them. Gen Z has many distinct personality
traits from previous generations, and they also could use
their time, energy, and resources to create a sustainable
solution. (Seemiller, 2017). Gen Z is more concerned
about sustainability activities and the significant
problems of society compared to previous generations.
They are concerned about ethical issues; Gen Z’s
favorite companies often show their responsibility to
society by protecting the environment and supporting
climate change issues (Gomez et al., n.d,) (Francis &
Hoefel, 2018) (Yamakawa & Smith, 2018). According to
The Guardian’s article, the author states that through
making and posting memes on social media, Gen Z is
becoming more involved with environmental issues,
and “The hashtags “moss”, “biodiversity” and “native
biodiversity” have 84.3 million, 12.6 million, and nearly
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800,000 views respectively on TikTok” (Mersinoglu,
2020). Many campaigns, initiatives, and programs that the
young generation have initiated to tackle environmental
issues. For instance, the challenge #Trashtag was
created in 2015 by outdoor company UCO Gear as part
of a campaign to protect wilderness areas. In 2019, a
Facebook post by Byron Román reignited the contest,
encouraging apathetic teenagers to get outside and
clean up their area. The challenge has gone viral, and
people worldwide were cleaning up their local green
spaces and posting before and after photographs. The
viral post, which has 324,000 shares and 97,000 likes
on Facebook and the “Trash Tag Challenge,” is often
spoken about by people in the 18-25 age group (Shahid,
2019). Therefore, the young generation is a powerful
force that can become a significant factor in protecting
the environment. They are also becoming influencers
worldwide. Like Greta Thunberg, a Swedish teenager
and international figurehead for generation Z, became
an environmental activist when she was just 17 years old.
Greta is a dynamic and powerful representative of Gen Z.
She has become an inspiration to the whole world, and
many people have become interested in climate change
and environmental pollution due to her efforts. Greta’s
way of criticizing world leaders makes us feel the power
of Generation Z. She gives a voice and makes Gen Z feel
empowered to critique the systems that have created
climate change. Despite the controversy in Thunberg’s
activism; it is undeniable that she has positively affected
the world (BBC, 2020).

#Trash Tag
Challenge

Figure 6: Trash Tag Challenge, 2019.
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Gen Z was born in the age of technology, was
exposed to technology earlier than ever, and are known
to be tech-savvy (Bradshaw, 2019). In DecisionLab’s
report, Gen Z in Vietnam spends most of their time
surfing the internet, enjoying online entertainment, and
using social media. Most of them use popular social
media such as Youtube, Facebook, Instagram, Spotify,
and Tiktok. They are usually sharing and responding to
matters that they care about online (Decisionlab, n.d).
Gen Z spends a lot of time watching online videos and
love sharing viral videos as standard behavior. The
online video content greatly influences Gen Z in the
choice of shopping brands. They are also considered
environmentally conscious and interested in social issues
(Kim et al., 2020). Understanding Gen Z’s behavior and
use of social media has informed my design and help me
understand how best to put across essential messages
about plastic pollution to this audience. This information
leads me to define the mediums and platforms in which
my motion graphics video will be posted regarding my
target audience.
However, with the different characteristics of
Generation Z compared to previous generations, the
way of communicating with Gen Z will also be different.
The messages sent to them will likely produce different
responses. I have had to consider the following
question, will positive or the negative message get a
better response?
American psychologist Burrhus Frederic Skinner
(1904-1990) commented on environmental protection;

he argued that focusing on the benefits of adopting
more eco-friendly lifestyle is more effective. Emphasizing
positive outcomes can help change people’s attitudes
and perceptions about environmental matters, thereby
resulting in changed behaviors (Skinner, 1987). According
to a Belgian Public Survey of The European Commission
in 2010, positive messages about environmental issues
may be more effective than negative messages in
encouraging a change in the public’s behavior (Van de
Velde et al., 2010). The messages illustrate that doomsday
scenarios can cause people to be disappointed, and
they can react negatively when they feel like they are
being blamed for environmental issues (Fluentpr,
2019). Maurizio Abbati (2019) argued in his book
Communicating the Environment to Save the Planet, A
Journey into Eco-Communication that one should give
a positive picture of what to convey, and avoid falling
into tragic content, emphasizing the catastrophic side of
the environment. Most environmental campaigns carry a
short message. The message needs to be clear so that
people can understand and be flexible to use it in many
different social contexts (Abbati, 2019). The above views
appear to be correct in all aspects of environmental
protection, but are they practical, and should they be
applied when addressing plastic waste issues?
When I consulted two different campaigns to
protect the environment, I found a different approach
and achievement. For instance, a recent campaign by
Sea Shepherd uses shocking visuals and messages:
“The plastic you use once tortures the ocean forever.”
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The negative visuals of marine creatures being trapped
in and suffocated by plastic bags are causing viewers
to be horrified. Negatively, these images also startle
viewers and think about the impact of plastic waste
on the marine environment. In another campaign, Sea
Shepherd launched stunning visuals and a colourful video
to describe the ocean creatures, but they are covered
by plastic with a simple message: “Stop plastic pollution
- Recycle, reuse and reduce.” The above examples
make me wonder about what message I should convey
in my video. However, after carefully considering and
contrasting with the Generation Z behaviors and their
personalities reviewed above, I came to a final choice
for the personality and message of my motion video
alongside the context of society. I will use a positive,
optimistic message with a vivid and hopeful image. I
believe such an uplifting action awareness needs to be
promoted to ensure that environmental sustainability
thinking is ingrained in our minds.

Figure 7: Advertising campaigns of Sea Shepherd, 2018
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04/METHODOLOGY & METHODS
4.1. METHODOLOGY
4.2. METHODS
4.3. ETHICAL CONSIDERATION
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4.1.METHODOLOGY
Mixed method approach
I suppose that creative design is not only a field of
art but also a field related to science. Therefore a good
design project can also be based on understanding and
knowledge of scientific research. My project’s goal is to
design a motion video to reflect the actual state of plastic
waste pollution being disposed into Vietnam’s marine
environment in Vietnam. So I choose the Mixed method
approach to allow me to be critical of how I present data;
this process allows me to objectively gather qualitative
and quantitative data which then can be persuasively
illustrated as a motion video.
Practice-Based Research approach
The most important part of my research involves
exploring the production of a work of motion graphics.
Thus I choose the Practice-Based Research approach
as the main methodology. Candy & Edmonds (2018)
mentioned: “A basic principle of practice-based
research is that not only is practice embedded in the
research process but research questions arise from the
process of practice, the answers to which are directed
toward enlightening and enhancing practice” (p.63).
My goal is to explore motion graphic practice, so the
process of motion design can be a useful way to discover
and learn new knowledge simultaneously, and lead to a
good result. In my project, a short motion graphic video
is created as an artifact of the research process. Candy

& Edmonds suggested that the artifact is regarded
as the important outcome of practice-based research
(p.66). The practice of producing motion design can
bring obstacles, but I think it could help me shed light
on the problem, come up with new ideas, and discover
new knowledge. Justin Shaw, a motion designer who I
admire, said: “I do not care about what the project will
end up looking like right now, I care about exploring
and discovering interesting ideas and inspiration”
(Shaw, 2016, p.71).
4.2.METHODS
Secondary data research
Secondary data is the best method for implementing
research by using pre-existing statistical data (Heaton,
2004). The secondary data sourced from articles and
public reports generated by the government and NGO
organizations will limit the consideration of ethical issues.
That is to say, this is not a Social Theory research project.
The quantitative data that I will collect is statistics about
the amount of plastic waste in Vietnam. Additionally,
I believe that understanding the characteristics and
behavior of my Gen Z target audience is essential to the
implementation of this project, but again, this research
will be sourced from external sources. The information of
Gen Z will help me evaluate online media, in particular,
social media platforms and applications which lead me
to build an effective design strategy. I also will use the
Visual Documents technique by looking at photos and
videos, documentaries, motion graphic videos of relevant
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campaigns. By doing so, I will identify the type of shapes,
images, textures, colors, and styles that may be used in my
motion graphic design.
Storyboard
Practicing with motion graphics requires me to
learn new skills and gain new knowledge. Building a
storyboard or more specifically, a hand-drawn storyboard
is a technique to help bring my complex ideas into a
visual reality. I also practice with a design board, which
lets me upgrade the hand-drawn board version. Shaw
(1016) pointed out that “The difference between a
design board and a hand-drawn storyboard is the
depiction of the visual aesthetic or style” (p.23). With the
Design board, the frames will come closer to the results
and help me to be able to review the overall effect of my
motion graphic video. It allows me to assess and analyze
shapes, color, lighting, camera angles, and how motion
graphic principles apply to my design. The design board
helps explore the visual and formal problems posed by
the requirements of a project (Shaw, 2016).
Animatics
The animatics are a special technique of animation
and the motion graphic field. This technique brings
the practitioner very close to the result of the artifact.
However, it still allows me time to adjust and change
decisions for my motion graphic video. Krasner (2008)
revealed that animatics go beyond storyboards by
bringing the pictures to life and synchronizing their

movement and transformations to sound. In motion
graphics, sound plays an important role in creating
emotion, and the synchronization of visuals and sound
requires practitioners to be consistent. Practicing with
music will be a new experience that I have to explore. I
need to experiment with different sounds before I find
the most appropriate ones for my project.
4.3 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In my research, I collected secondary data from
public reports, documents, and videos. This data and
information was collected from officially published
sources and approved for other reference and research
purposes. Although my research is referred to as being
about Generation Z, the method I will use in this study
is not directly related to specific people nor includes a
direct participant. Therefore, I have limited ethics, and I
do not need to submit an ethical application.
However, Motion graphics can include many
different parts, of which sound effects are materials I
need to refer to. Therefore, I need to make sure I respect
their products. With the parts I refer to, I present and
acknowledge this available work in my written contextual
statement.
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05/ DISCUSSION
5.1. THE CONCEPTUALIZATION
5.2. DESIGN STRATEGY
5.3. PRODUCTION
5.4. FINAL PRODUCT
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5.1.THE CONCEPTUALIZATION
From my experiences, I have found that I am
attracted to appealing online videos. I am not alone
in this. These online videos go viral, sharing, liking,
and getting comments many times. By using short,
attractive videos, people can find a comprehensive way
to communicate worldwide. In particular, motion video
is one of the most used genres in the media because it
can present various content through engaging images
or graphics combined with motion and fascinating
sound. Beyond entertainment, many explainer motion
videos show that the knowledge of complex science
issues can be comprehensively imparted. For example,
motion videos made by Ted-ed explained complex
issues such as “How your immune system works?” or

“How small are we in the scale of the universe?” The
academic issues seem unable to be explained in a
few short texts but might be shown in a few minutes
throughout motion graphic videos and easy to go viral
and share online.
Based on pre-existing data research and target
audience analysis, my motion graphic video with a
unique environment message could be released as
an independent video on social media platforms such
as Youtube, Facebook, Tiktok, and Instagram, which
Generation Z often enjoys using. Through this project,
I hope to produce a motion graphic video product that
can raise people’s awareness of the critical topic of
plastic waste in society.
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The story’s content

As I mentioned in the literature review, it can be
seen that a number of environmental campaigns sent
negative images and used gloomy messaging. However,
the messages illustrate that doomsday scenarios can
cause people to be disappointed, and they can react
resentfully when they feel like they are being blamed
for environmental issues (Fluentpr, 2019). Therefore, my
idea is to release a positive message in a realistic but
engaging and upbeat story to the young people willing
to accept it as a positive challenge that they might use
to join online challenges.
In this story, I want to start with the question “Do
you know” the amount of plastic waste disposed into the
ocean from Vietnam every year? The number of plastic
waste disposed to the ocean from Vietnam is alarming!
730 million kilograms of plastic waste is disposed into
the ocean every year in Vietnam.
Facing this big issue, what should people do?
Can the young generation solve this problem? Yes,
they definitely can. The young generation is familiar
with using online order services, including their meals,
clothes, grocery, and everything that has been packed
with plastic bag packaging. So I want to push an online
challenge like if the young generation can REFUSE plastic
packaging when they are shopping online, they would
save plastic waste. If they RECYCLE their plastic items
in their house and REUSE the eco-friendly bag when
they go shopping just one time in their daily lives. If they
can follow this challenge, one person might save 100 g

Figure 8: The idea content of the motion graphic video, 2021.
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of plastic waste a day, 700 g a week, or 36,5 kilograms
a year. So that, if 20 million of Vietnam’s Gen Z could
reduce approximately 730.000.000 kilograms of plastic
waste. If they can do that, Gen Z can reduce total plastic
waste in the ocean every year from Vietnam.
This positive message might be easy to comprehend,
quickly remembered, and might become an interesting
online challenge with the young community.
The duration, format, and parameters
As my video is going to be released on many
different platforms. I want to fix the length of this video
so that it will fit on popular online platforms particularly
in Vietnam (and the world as well). The most popular
social media in Vietnam are Facebook, Instagram, Tiktok.
I found the best duration that would be recommended
is under 120s for video but I would like to make it as
short as I can. Thus, I decided to create my video around
50-55s. With this duration, it will have to include the full
content which I want to describe.
The video has been done in aspect ratios: 16:9
(horizontal) to 9:16 (full portrait) and the format is .MP4 or
.MOV which is recommended by Facebook, Instagram,
Youtube (Zarzycki & Cyca, 2020).

PROJECT PARAMETERS
PRESENTATION
Delivery
Lenght:
Audience:

A Motion graphic video
55 seconds
General people

FORMAT
Frame size:
Aspect Ratio:
Frame Rate:
Format:
Channel:

Full HD 1920x1080
16:9
12 fps
MP4 (Codec H.264)
Stereo

TECHNOLOGY
Hardware:
Software:

Mac + PC
Adobe Illustrator CC
Adobe Audition CC
Adobe After Effects CC
Adobe Animate CC
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5.2. DESIGN STRATEGY
Flat design and hand-drawing
In terms of graphic design, the Flat design style
seems still to be a popular trend. Based on Swiss Style
and the Bauhaus school, Flat design has had a popular
stay for decades in general graphic design. Nowadays,
Flat design proves its strength in diverse fields and affects
other styles in modern graphic design. As a designer for
many years, I love this style, and I found Flat design has
lots of advantages. It is a diverse but straightforward style.
Besides, hand-drawing is a favorite part of my work, so that
I also illustrate my content in a hand-drawn style by using
simple shapes and lines to create objects. The single lines
seem simple, but they can create movement and rhythm
in a complex structure. In addition, the hand-drawn style
makes my illustrations more human and friendly.
Moreover, when I researched the visually design
for Gen Z, I found the various design and art products
done by Flat design and Hand-drawn style. It is a trend
affect intensively to their style and aesthetic by the colors,
shapes, and typographicaly following flat design is flexible
and attractive. Therefore, in my motion video, I applied a
flat design style to my designs.

Moodboard

style of design

generation Z

TYPOGRAPHY
handwriting

Figure 9: The style of design, 2021.
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Color scheme

Color can create mood, symbolizes different
ideas, and expresses emotions. Krasner (2008)
claimed that understanding of fundamental colour
values, as well as the psychological and cultural facets
of colour, can help you ease colour decisions and
make deliberate colour choices to elicit the desired
reaction from your audience (p.178)
In my motion video project, the deciding of
colour has been imagined at the start of sketching.
The colour I chose definitely including the blue colour
scheme with both shades and tone. The colour must
describe the ocean, and then I picked the palette of
the blue from an ocean picture. An ocean blue palette
can describe active motion and hope. It also describes
the energy of youth.
However, the important thing is how we become
aware of a colour that might be affected by the
appearance of another colour. Therefore I decided
to use a complementary colour palette to contrast
and create drama. The coral colour might be an
appealing choice. It is the comprising of pink and
orange. Regarding my motion video’s message, the
coral colour could interact and embody the young
generation because it looks trendy and familiar.

OCEAN COLOR PALETTE

#124D82

#10985AA

#7DCED1

Figure 10: Color pallet design, 2021.

CORAL COLOR PALETTE

#AEDDD5

#ED5145

#F37065

#F6A4B1
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Typography
Typography is one of the principal parts of creating
messages. In motion graphic text is no longer limited
to being static. The application of kinetic typography in
motion graphic design allows me to embrace a chance
to create my own typography in this project. I want my
message to seen as a friendly approach to the audience.
My handwritten typeface could be an appropriate
solution that appeals to the young audience because it
looks personal as written by themselves.
The first text, “Do you know,” is drawn by a single
line that I made by without a commercial font. Because of
its continuous motion, it helps to connect the frames thus.
I also use this handwriting style to illustrate the critical
words such as “Refuse,” “Reuse,” and “Recycle” until its
finish at “Gen Z” and “better”. These handwritten words
are connected to suggest a rhythm throughout the whole
story like a link through the video. Besides, I supposed
that my handwriting typeface fits well with the shaping
of other subjects illustrated in my video as I used these
curved lines to illustrate other subjects like smartphones
or eco-friendly bags.
I drew capital words for “PLASTIC WASTE” or “CAN
SAVE” to emphasize their meaning. The combination of
the thin handwritten script and bold capital lettering is
based on applying conventional design ideas of the use
of contrast in text. It is also an effective way to decentralize
information so that the viewer can distinguish the content
of the text, especially when the typography is in motion.
Figure 11: Typography design, 2021.
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5.3. PRODUCTION
Hand-drawn storyboards.
Based on the video’s content that I built up from
online research and my strategy design, I started with a
hand-drawn storyboard method.
At first, I limited the number of frames fixed with the
content’s intended duration. I divided the story structure
into three parts, respectively the beginning, middle,
and end. These three parts correspond to the content
of problem-stating, problem-solving, and results. The
early versions were quite messy, and the order of the
scenes did not convince me. Consequently, a couple
of hand-drawn storyboards were made. In this process,
sometimes, new ideas came to help me improve my skills
and push my creative process to get a better version.
In particular, the idea of using wavey lines to
connect the whole story throughout single frames came
when I drew the ocean waves. Thus, I decided to use a
curved line that presents both text and object shapes.
Using curved lines helped both integrate and distinguish
groups of forms or information in the layout and created
direct visual relations between spaces or components.
During the hand-drawn storyboard process, I noticed
it helped me get an overview of my motion graphic
video. I could also somewhat imagine how the motion
would play out, and I also noted some motion directions
and camera angles in this hand drawing stage. I could
also rearrange the frames’ order, adding or removing
unnecessary scenes.

Figure 12: Sketch of Hand-drawn storyboards, 2021.
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Figure 13: The completed Hand-drawn storyboards, 2021.
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Illustration storyboards.
There is a challenge in translating hand-drawn
storyboards into fully illustrated storyboards. The illustrated
storyboard requires a refinement of all components such
as shapes, lines, text, color, texture, ratio, composition.
At this stage, I needed to create the final visuals that
the audience would watch; therefore, my illustration
storyboard must be an accurately static version.
I decided that the video’s background layer is solid,
but the texture was applied with a bit of a grainy and noisy
effect. This style is entirely my favorite and appropriate
when I mention plastic waste damage in the ocean. This
effect is a metaphor relevant to the visual of microplastic
waste, which is silently invading our environment. Besides
that, the texture’s grain and noise effect during the video
make the motion more animated and emotional.
Regarding illustrating the plastic waste objects,
I searched plastic item images from the online research
method to illustrate the plastic waste objects, then I
illustrated them. The object shapes are illustrated based
on authentic images to ensure that they can realize the
iconic shape of plastic items that are used in Vietnam. I
chose popular plastic bags, plastic bottles, and others
and illustrated in curved lines and 2D simple solid shapes.
This is essential because the audiences need to recognise
what they use as familiar and everywhere, but that it is also
damaging the environment.

Figure 14: Backgounds colour and plastic objects illustrations, 2021.
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The beautiful underwater scene in the second frame
looks so lively with the coral, trees, waves, but behind are
plastic waste items floating under the peaceful blue sea. I
want to use this visual as a metaphor to bring the message
of plastic waste damage being hidden in daily life. We can
see the stunning ocean, but we cannot see the damage
people are doing under the ocean.
Austin Shaw (2016) mentioned that a good
composition is required to create interest in an audience,
regardless of the style of a graphic picture. Motion and
graphics both use the concept of contrast and suspense
to create interest. Therefore, I apply contrast as a key
compositional component to my design.

Figure 15: illustration storyboards, 2021.
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The following frames mention how to help
people tackle plastic problems: Refuse, Reuse, Recycle,
respectively. I will describe specific actions in order to direct
the audience to tackle plastic waste issues. These frames
are started with hand-drawn writing then connect to the
main objects by a moving line. At the “Refuse” frame, I
illustrate a smartphone object, familiar to Gen Z, that they
use to order online and remind them to avoid ordering
products with plastic packed items. With the” Reuse”
subject, I draw an eco-friendly bag that is simply used in
daily life but organic and safe. The “Recycle” state is to
encourage the young generation to create their own new
items from plastic products - like the decorating a potted
tree. The illustrations are created with similar shapes and
lines with 2D and hand-drawn styles, appealing visuals,
and are united in style. The object’s characteristic is friendly
and straightforward.
The next part will show that trying to change the
habit of using plastic can help reduce the plastic waste
in the ocean. The number will show the predicted
result if every person contributes to the protected
environment. The plastic waste will fade and gradually
disappear from the ocean.

Figure 16: illustration storyboards, 2021.
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Last but not least, I am excited to create the parts
of Generation Z in my motion graphic video. I wanted to
illustrate them with the outstanding features that I found
through my online data research. Each of the characters
is illustrated in the characteristic clothes and items they
usually use. In these graphics, I want to convey the spirit of
young people, their vibrant personalities. Their activities
describe their habit of using plastic items, and they are
changing to eco-friendly stuff instead.
At the end, I want to send a text message with
a combination of the two typefaces I created. The
combination of rhythmic handwriting and bold capital
letters makes my designs more harmonious. The message
I give at the end of my motion video can be remembered
positively with the color and rhythm of the words.
My creative process is undertaken through a variety
of storyboard versions. I changed some scenes as well as
removed the frames that I found inappropriate. In addition,
the order of the scenes may also have been rearranged.
Each version I made is an upgrade and enhancement to
clear my ideas. Candy & Edmonds (2018) pointed out
that: “For practice-based researchers, making an artifact
is pivotal, and the insights from making, reflecting, and
evaluating may be fed back directly into the artifact itself.”
(p.65) The motion video is an artifact, and the process of
making this motion video caused various problems to
arise. That designing process required me to look back at
the grounded theory, practice skills, assessment the result
of design, and improve my creation.

Figure 17: Generation Z in illustration storyboards, 2021.
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Figure 18: A brief version of illustration storyboards (from left to right and up to down), 2021.
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Figure 19: The final version of illustration storyboards (from left to right and up to down), 2021.
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Sound effects and Voice-overs
Sound effects are a crucial part of contemporary art,
entertainment art, films, and digital designs. In the book,
Experimental Animation From Analogue to Digital, the
author mentioned that practicing synchronization sound
effects, voiceover narration, and visuals, is vital to motion
graphic practice and creates a clear and compelling
message (Harris et al., 2019).
In my motion graphics video, I separate the sound
effect components into two sections. Firstly, I focus on
the voiceover part. I asked some of my friends, who are
people of Gen Z, to record their voiceover following my
transcript. Then I chose a voiceover that is suitable for
my work. I also do the Vietnamese and English version
voiceover because this motion video is launched in
bilingual on popular platforms. From the resulting
voiceover recordings, I processed noise reduction
effects. I also decreased or extended the speaking time
in some parts that are not clear. This voiceover section
has also been edited to limit the length of the motion
video to 55 seconds.
With the part of the soundtrack, I have referred
to the favorite and trending music genres through
researching online data. In 2020, the genres of music
were being mixed by multiple styles such as Pop, Country,
R&B, Rap, and hip-hop. But in Vietnam, the top three of
the list show that the most viewed songs on youtube are
mainly pop songs with melody lively, dynamic music.
(Nguyen, 2020) Therefore, I chose a pop melody to use
as a soundtrack. This soundtrack’s name is “Perception”.

ENGLISH TRANSCRIPT

Do you know that
there are 730.million Kilogrammes of plastic waste
enter the ocean every year just from Vietnam?
If you Refuse to use plastic packaging just one time
when you take your order online
If you Reuse your eco-friendly bag just one time
when you go shopping.
And If you Recycle one or more plastic waste items
to make useful things in your household.
You can save about 100 grammes of plastic waste a
day, which means 700gr a week. Totally, 36kg
plastic waste a year.
And if you can do that, if we all can do that…
If the 20 million Gen Z in Vietnam do this
Then together, we can give our ocean a
plastic free future.
It's time to stop plastic pollution.
Take action
Make a better tomorrow, today.

Figure 20: Bilingual transcript, 2021.

VIETNAMESE TRANSCRIPT
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It is a fast, vibrant, and energetic melody. As I mentioned
in the previous part, the primary emotion of this motion
video is positive, so the music and sound should bring an
optimistic feeling. Along with the soundtrack, I also found
and produced some sound effects such as the sound of
smartphone, ocean waves, or sound of handwriting.
Animatic
I designed an Animatic version that included still
images (images drawn in my storyboards) combined with
sounds (voices and music). At this stage, there were no
motion objects among these frames, only the transition
frames. A brief mini-version of the motion video was
more intuitively formed at the speed of transitions and
articulation with sound. I primarily focussed on timeregulating processing because the limit of this video is
less than 60s, so increasing or decreasing the time of the
frames is measured in seconds. The voiceover portion used
has also been adjusted to match the frames’ movements.
The process of working with Animatic is parallel to the
work with sound and motion. There were 3 or 4 animatic
versions were created before getting the final Animatic.

Figure 21: Dealing with sounds effect and the Animatic, 2021.
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Producing
After finishing my storyboard and the animatic,
I started to do my motion graphic video with design
software help. I used Adobe After Effects and Adobe
Animate to make the motion during the video and Adobe
Audition to make sound work. The key focus of motion
graphic design is on the transition of images and changing
objects from one to another over time. (Melanie& James,
2003) Therefore, time is the critical element in motion
graphic design. In motion graphics design, the definition
of time has two parts: Motion and Sequence. The Motion
deals with actions in a single frame, while the parts of
Sequence refer to the linking of the scene to scene to
create the narrative (Woolman, 2004). During my work,
I realized that calculating the time to act in separate
frames and time spent during the whole scene is the most
challenging part and took me the most time to refine.
In terms of the Motion component, at the first
frame, I used the Trim Path technique to kick of the
Motion of the curved line running the text “do you know”
that guides the eye’s viewer. This basic technique is also
used to connect in every frame, including the next curved
line texts, “Refuse”, Reuse”, “Recycle,” and others. I also
applied Roughen Edge and Wiggle Transform Effect to
make it more vibrant with these curved lines.
In the second frame of my video, I applied the
dynamics technique (also known as kinetics). There is a
mixed scene in this frame with a combination of many
type of movement and different directions. I focussed
on the specific Motion of each element to express their

Figure 22: Movement direction of curved lines to create text motion, 2021.
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message. Coral and trees grow naturally under the sea
by using the CC Bend It effects simultaneously. Behind, a
big plastic bag appears at the center of the frame to look
like a beautiful abstract shape with charming direction
movement - to be read ironically as it will damage
the ocean environment. The simultaneous motions
in this frame create a lively contrast with the previous
simple text frame. At the same time, I used the motiondirection technique to describe the plastic items float
following the curved and diagonal direction under the
sea. I notably used the Wave Warp effect to apply to
“PLASTIC WASTE” and the number “730000000kg”
to describe the underwater habitat visually. All the
animations of the objects in this frame are combined
rhythmically, creating a beautiful symphony but sending
a metaphorical environmental message.

Figure 23: Movement direction of objects in frames, 2021.
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The next frame depicts a smartphone, and I also
use the trim path technique to create the smartphone
object with a single line. This movement line keeps
the viewer’s eye following the story continuously.
The illustrated package objects in this frame use
direction motion and transformation techniques. These
techniques are simple but efficient with a mixture of
frame animation. I also applied this technique to the
subsequent eco-friendly bags and recycled household
plastic in the window frames.
Each motion animation is a different situation with
flexible motion directions. For example, with the “ecofriendly bag” frame, I used the top-to-bottom movement
of the objects. I also used a dynamic direction of motion
with a “window” frame as the recycled potted plants
appeared simultaneously from behind.
In the following frames of plastic waste, I made
the plastic waste’s rotational motion and the number
representing the estimated numbers of young people
who could do the challenge suggested in this video.
Plastic objects that rotate and float in space depicted by
motion gradually disappear. With the numbers, I used
the kinetic typography motion technique.

Figure 24: Movement direction of objects in frames, 2021.
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The next part that I was excited to make a move
was the scenes of a gathering of Generation Z. With
the frame showing Gen Z, I animated these characters
in separate compositions. The first character appears
in the situation of using a smartphone. At the same
time, other characters have different actions. Each Gen
Z avatar is given simple movements and emphasis on
their confident feelings. Then I put these frames into
a unified overall composition. This is an implied scene
that conveys the idea of unity

and community bonding
to encourage them to act together. However, there was
a significant change in this stage. At first, I followed
precisely the illustration storyboard, but I realized that
my characters were not communicating together. The
connection of these characters was a discrete link.
Besides, I haven’t yet been satisfied with the illustration
of these characters. Therefore, I decided to a significant
change to the whole part of Gen Z.

Figure 25: The old motion graphic version of Generation Z’s frames , 2021.
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A new illustration storyboard describing Gen Z has
been released at the end of the creative practice process.
I have redrawn new characters with a new illustration and
did their movement that focused on their interaction. In
this new version, the five characters are represented of
the young generation with different costumes, hairstyles,
and shapes. The illustration colouring is still based on
the selected palette and flat design style. However,
I illustrated them more emotionally. They are smile,
wave, look at each other positively, and showing their
connectivity in the challenge of solving plastic waste.
The circles are metaphorical images representing
millions of people in the younger generation arranged
to fill the space of the frame. All the characters and
movements simultaneously take place in a unified way
showing the solidarity and strength of the community.
Besides changing space direction, I use a camera
tool to make a zoom-out effect in this frame. This effect
helps my video show that a broad community of Gen Z
can help the environmental issues. The circle is colored in
different sizes as a symbolic implication for the crowded
young generation in Vietnam. It is not enough for a
few people to change their perceptions and actions;
the whole community of young people is needed to
contribute to sustainable environmental change.

Figure 26: New illustrations of Generation Z, 2021.
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Regarding the Sequence transition between
frames, the main problem is arranging the separate
scenes into a sequence on the timeline and processing
the transitions so that it is smooth and rhythmic. For
most of the transitions, I used the Camera tool technique
for 3D applied layers. These sequences are constantly
changing the viewing angle of the frame to create a
seamless motion video. For instance, In the second
scene after the “do you know” frame, the single curved
line is a transition way opens a new scene that we see
the undersea frame. I used a layer mask technique to
change the space. And to end this scene, the wave
closes to continue the journey for the next frame. The
camera tool is moved according to the motion of the
curve and helps to transition the scene smoothly.
Another example of using a Camera and 3D layer,
at the sequence of the frame showing the smartphone
to order online, I change the Camera’s direction when it
transitions to the top, then go forward to the next frame.
Most of the Camera’s direction of motion is from the
left to the right side, but I change the direction from
bottom to top in a few particular scenes. Changing the
direction of the Camera dynamically makes my motion
video more flexible and fluid.

Figure 27: Using camera tool in After Effect to make frame transition sequences, 2021.
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I especially love the transition in the frame with
the image processing of Generation Z. In this part, I still
use the camera tool for the 3D layer object. However,
the camera is zoomed in to focus on the first character’s
scene. Then the camera zooms out evenly again to get a
full view of the characters before moving the scene to the
final frame. Overall, I did not use anything complicated
with the transition processing part, mainly using the
camera for 3D objects.
During my hands-on motion graphics to make
my videos, I also incorporated the motion part with
pre-processed audio. This working process takes place
in parallel in Adobe AfterEffect and Adobe Audition.
Based on the preset time for the voiceover, I matched
the motion scenes to the voiceover. However, there
are also some voice acting positions I had to adjust to
fit the moving image. I also adjusted the movement
of the objects and the sequences to caught up with
the voiceover. I adjusted the effects for the begining,
middle, and end parts with the sound effect by changing
the sound volume. Sound effects such as waves, writing
sound, smartphone’s sound are also used to add
vividness and realism. This editing phase went on many
times before I had the most suitable version.

Figure 28: Using camera tool in After Effect to make frame transition sequences, 2021.
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5.4 THE FINAL PRODUCT.
The final version of my motion video completed.
The motion design duration and content remained
unchanged from my expectations. My motion graphic
is 55 seconds long and published in two formats to test
display quality and is ready to use for publishing on
predetermined online platforms. The color and sound
quality of the video is what I intended, the subject
movement and frame transitions in the video seamlessly
and smoothly.
At the time of completing this motion graphics
video, I uploaded my video on Youtube (https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=tO7uD2zCvAA) and shared it
via popular social media in Vietnam like Facebook,
Instagram, Tiktok.
Figure 29: The final motion graphic video has been publishing on Youtube, 2021.
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06/ SUMMARY

After finishing this motion graphics project,
I reviewed the entire process of my project. I have
concluded that in order for me to solve the significant
problems in motion design and a variety of design,
I needed to build up a plan starting from research
methodology to develop and practice the project. In
particular, the Practice-Based Research methodology
helped me gain a deeper understanding of problems of
motion graphics through my design practice, broaden
my eyes, and help me succeed in creative practice.
I have formed a professional working process from
researching, evaluating, conducting my design practice
to evaluate and repair motion design products. I have
learned a lot of valuable knowledge, enriching my
existing background. And I also have inspired myself to
work and create in the future.
My motion design product is now professional,
engaging, easy to approach, and understood by viewers.

Through motion graphics, the environmental story has
been told with a positive attitude and vivid visuals. A
guide to changing the habits of young people toward
plastic products gives optimism and hope for plastic
waste in Vietnam. This story addresses the message like
a challenge to Generation Z; if they accept to participate
in challenges, they will be the force that contributes to
making the world more beautiful.
This motion video aims at young people, so I
have sent this product link to some young people of
the target audience (Gen Z), and they are all enjoying
the video. They shared and loved this motion video as
they watched and understood the messages I wanted
to convey. I have used skills, knowledge, and research
to accomplish a meaningful job for myself and society.
Now I understand and confidently assert that the power
of motion graphics can convey and share meaningful
messages for everyone.
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Public service announcements (PSAs) are a form
of public-interest communication that is public free of
charge, presenting in different ways via media to raise
awareness and change public attitudes and behaviors
towards social issues.
Generation Z is also known as Gen Z or Zoomers.
They are the generation following Millennials. They are
born mid-to-late 1990s as starting birth years and the
early 2010s as ending birth years.
Crying Indian is a TV commercial of a native
American shedding tear at the sight of litter being
dropped on the road. The video published by the Keep
America Beautiful organization on 1971. https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=j7OHG7tHrNM

Earth Day was first celebrated in 1970. It is an
annual event celebrated around the world on April 22 to
encourage support for environmental protection.
Sea Shepherd is an organization international nonprofit, marine wildlife conservation that is established in
1977.
CNN – What is a micro-plastic? A CNN’s short
documentary designed to explain micro-plastic https://
vimeo.com/202657960
Unforgettable Bag is a campaign to encourage
customers to re-use shopping bags of Tesco hypermarkets
in Malaysia. When shop at Tesco, the reusable bags with
a special barcode to enable customers to get instant
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rewards for reusing the bags. https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=y6bin-afeuo
Runfortheoceans is an annual event, an initiative
founded and promoted by Adidas in collaboration with
Parley since 2015. This campaign organizes running
activities for the marine environment around the world
and simultaneously sends messages to raise public
awareness about plastic waste pollution. https://
vimeo.com/274766039
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=9lui-pGjtZQ
“Ghen Co Vy” is the name of a Vietnamese song
that was released to educate the community on hand
washing to improve hygiene and contribute to combating
the spread of corona virus. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=BtulL3oArQw
#GhenCoVyChallenge is an online challenge to
dance to the music of dancer Dang Quang in Vietnam
based on the music of the song Ghen Co Vy. This online
challenge was released on tiktok and some other social
media platforms and spread to many people interested in
participating.
IPSOS is a multinational market research and
consulting firm with headquarters in Paris, France.
Trashtag is an internet challenge and hashtag
campaign where people clean up a heavily littered area,
posting before and after photos with the hashtag.

“Trash Tag Challenge” The social media challenge
has spread throughout the world, encouraging people to
come outside and assist clean up the environment. The
trashtag challenge is a cleanup campaign on beaches,
roadsides, parks, and other public areas.
Greta Thunberg is a Swedish environmental
campaigner who is well-known across the world for
pressuring global leaders to take quick action to combat
climate change.
TED-Ed is TED’s youth and education project,
strives to inspire and celebrate teachers and students
throughout the world by sharing their ideas and
knowledge. https://ed.ted.com/
Swiss Style often known The International
Typographic Style is a graphic design style that first
appeared in the 1920s in Russia, the Netherlands, and
Germany, and was further developed by Swiss designers
in the 1950s.
Bauhaus school is a German art school that
integrated trades and fine arts from 1919 until 1933.
Flat design is an interface design style that
emphasises the use of basic components, typography,
and flat colours in a minimalistic manner.
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The End.
Thank you for your reading!

